CONFORMAL AND PROJECTIVE EXTENSIONS OF STRONG HEAVEN
This article follows the notation and terminology of Plebanski, 1 hereafter referred to as I, and along with Plebanski and Hacyan, 2 is the third in a series of papers dedicated to the study of the "analytic continuation" of the basic structural relations of general relativity. By way of review, we mention that the study of heavenly metrics is motivated by the desire to produce general (real) solutions of the Einstein equations on a real manifold. The complex approach to this problem has been developing for the last several years through accidental discoveries of complex coordinate transformations which permit one to proceed from one real solution to another real solution. 3 Less serendipitous approaches to an explanation for this phenomenon have arisen recently which generated some of the terminology used here. 3 In the study of real Riemannian spaces it is useful to classify them according to the degeneracy of the eigenvectors of the conformal tensor-the usual PetrovPenrose classification. In the complex case a generalization is easily obtained by a tensor product of two (independent) such classification schemes. (See Ref. 1 for a complete derivation. ) We therefore label the conformal curvature of a complex V j by symbols such as GXG, DXN, NX [-] , etc., identifying as usual G = [1-1-1-1) , D= , N=[4) , etc. Thisclassification scheme will be used often in what follows to delineate the kind of spaces under consideration. We will first indicate the nature of some conformal and projective extensions of the notion of heavenly manifoldsthose for which ejise;' = 0, Rab = O-which generate weak heavens-only t ABeD = 0. Then some strong results about all possible Killing vectors and all D(O,s) irreducible heavenly spinorial fields definable on a strong heaven (characterizing massless particles) will be given. Lastly some more attention will be paid to explicit constructions of heavenly manifolds. One easily finds that these relations imply that rab = r ab + 2(lnrP), [aCb)'
(1. 4) Using the Hodge duality operation 4 and the usual spinor form of the connections (see 1), we may write that r AB= r AB -t(ln¢),acz,SabAB = r AB + (1/2i) * (dln¢!\ SAB)'
(1. 5) and a completely analogous equation with dotted indices.
If the space V 4 is a strong heaven, then there is a choice of g~uge such that r AB = 0. Then the conformally equivalent V 4 will be a weak heaven; i. e., the anti-selfdual parts of the conformal curvature tensor will still vanish-C ABeD = O-but Rab * 0. In fact one finds that It is interesting to wonder whether one can use a conformal transformation to generate a new solution of Einstein's equations in vacuum (with R = Rabff ab possibly nonzero). That is, starting with V4,,?-s a strong heaven, how must one choose ¢ so that, in V 4 , Rab={Rgab*O. In the Appendix it is shown that this canno! be done. If one relaxes the above condition and allows R = ° (still requiring Rab = }Rffab) , he gets only transformations between two (in general different) strong heavens rather than one from a strong to a weak heaven. It is further shown in the Appendix that this type of transformation can be generated by a conformal transformation only when both spaces are of type N x [-] .
Experience with these conformal transformations leads one to contemplate an interesting generalization which arises when we replace "d In(i~'' by a general 1-form, Cl'. (This is, of course, similar to the standard generalization of conformal structures into projective structures in real geometry.) We are thus led to considering spaces such that, in a specific choice of tetrad gauge,
(1. 8) We note that simple algebraic manipulations show that Eq. (1.8) is equivalent to which is, of course, also true only in a specific gauge. It is relevant to note as well that Eq. (1.9) requires that (1. 10) which implies that the 2-form da must be self-dual (*da =da). (These equations then coinCide formally with the complex extension of the homogeneous Maxwell equations.) Notice that if a=dlncp, da=O and this condition is automatically satisfied. Calculating, now, the curvature quantities, one finds, perhaps surprisingly, that C ABeD = O.
(1. 11) Also, straightforwardly from Eq. (1. 7), one has that
where CabER ab -(R/4)gab is the traceless part of the Ricci tensor. Therefore, the condition given by Eq. (1.9) guarantees that the manifold in question is a weak heaven.
We would like now to determine the canonical form of the null tetrad applicable to this condition. We apply Frobenius' theorem in the following form: If, in a star- 
Lastly S22 requires the four conditions
where the directional derivatives are just the ones determined by Eqs. (1. 23):
(1.24) (1. 25) (1. 26) We now note that the space under consideration is a general V 4 satisfying Eq. (1. 9); therefore, a general V 4 satisfying Eq. (1, 9) is conformally equivalent to the space which arises when we set A = 1 in all the appropriate equations. Therefore, setting (1.27) we may then compute the general expressions for the connections and curvature quantities. The hellish components of the conformal tensor vanish, while the heavenly ones are given by
Lastly, the Ricci tensor components are given explicitly by Rl1 =-Q. t3-iQ,3Q,3' R 24 ==tQ.22, R22 =0, R!4=Q.t2+iQ.2Q.3' R 12 =-tQ.23 One may now explicitly calculate the components of the curvature tensor and determine the algebraic type of the corresponding conformal tensor. For convenience we set a=G" 'F', b=3G"F", C=FIII, d=C'. (1. 39)
The conformal invariants are then
We may also look at the equation for the P-spinor itself. Taking z =Kt/K2 as the ratio of the two components, we have With Eqs. (1. 34) and (1. 38) we have, with w = l/z for convenience,
The following table shows the possible algebraic types:
c=F"',*O:
lc"',*o: 
CONFORMAL KILLING VECTORS IN STRONG HEAVEN
We intend to determine, as explicitly as possible, the constraints on a heavenly space imposed by the existence of Killing vectors, and vice versa. We work with the "canonical 8-formalism" of strong heaven and take the equations as (2.1)
We recall, in addition, that heavenly spaces are determined by key functions 8 which satisfy the heavenly equation
The tetrad then takes the form
-e 3 = dy + 8 x "dp -8 xx dq,
For more details see Paper 1. For a, b = 2,3 in Eqs.
(2.1) we find
We introduce a polynomial Proceeding to another triple of the equations, we find that E I3 =-dy(Kj +L;y-A;2)=0, from which we have the existence of a function T such that
where we use L; as an abbreviation for
(2.5c)
Then we manipulate where, again, we find three simple equations in the same format:
We may therefore introduce a third polynomial
with 1;, (33' and Y3 unknown functions of p and q only and write, as before,
Inserting Eqs. (2. 12b) into Eqs. (2.10), we determine the consistency requirements on our unknown functions, which, after considerable rearrangement of terms, become simply a x (::::
where V and D are just polynomials in x and y given by
while:::: and A carryall the 8 dependence. The quantity :::: is just the 8-dependent part derived in a straightforward way: where Q 5 is a second order polynomial in x and y. It then follows again that the space must be of type Nx [-] or flat. We see therefore that if we desire a more general algebraic type only constant X can be allowed. Therefore, taking)( =)(0 as a constant, we may integrate the tenth and last Killing equation:
(2.27)
We see that 0' '" 0'0 must be a constant. Referring back to Eqs. (2.14), we see that then Dxy must vanish. Together with the rest of Eq. (2.27) this requires the existence of a function ¢!=¢I (p,q) such that 
and
ZXxZy,-(ZXy)2=-!c 2 ,
where !c 2 is a complex constant. This case will be completely solved in Sec. 4.
For some less trivial examples we look first at a class of metrics first discussed in I:
We note that the excepted cases, Ci = 0, 1, correspond to flat space, while, as is shown in I, a=2,-1 are of type D x [-] . All other values of a lead to spaces of type IIG x [-J. If we first assume also that a"" 2, -1 and utilize Eq. (2.32), we find that there are exactly three Killing vectors:
Bt=op, C 1 =o., with the commutation relations
(2.36) (2.37)
We note that the case a = 1/2 is special because then the vectors can be renormalized so that the algebra is (a complex form of) the algebra for the Euclidean group in two dimensions.
The cases a = 2, -1 are essentially the same (modulo renaming of coordinates), and so we mention only the case a = 2. Here the group is four-dimensional: This algebra is isomorphic to a complex form of the algebra for the group which is the direct product of time translations and the usual spherical symmetry group. That is to say, (in a complex way) this is just the Killing algebra shared by the Schwarzschild and NUT solutions.
MASSLESS SPINOR FIELDS IN HEAVEN
We first consider a D(O, s) object (spino rial field for spin s) subject to the usual constraint 
We may facilitate further matters greatly by using a "heavenly spino rial derivative" (3.4)
We then have that >¥Al"'A2s=OA1~A2o"A2S'
However, the symmetry of >¥ allows us to repeat this process:
Repeating this process 25 -1 more times, we find that there must be a single potential function ~ H such that 'lIAj".Azs=OAj,",OA2sH.
(3.7)
We now consider Eqs. (3. 1) with B = 1, which becomes We now have that
(3.13) (3.14)
In the case 5 = 1 (electromagnetism) this merely says (3.15)
By following the "philosophy" propounded in I, a real electromagnetic field can be characterized by a 2-form For reference we also point out that we can rewrite this directly in terms of the self-dual electromagnetic 2-form-Eq. (3.16): For spins greater than 1 the repetition of the process leading to Eq. (3. l4)-commuting more than one derivative past alo Z + a 4 a 3 -lea.ds to the introduction into the formulas of derivatives of TeD A or, if one prefers to use covariant derivatives, components of C ABCD, which, in general, does not yield particularly simple equations nor does it allow convenient regauging, such as was done to obtain Eq. (3.17). Some words should be said, however, about certain special cases. We see that Eqs. (3.10) make the connections look, more or less, as if they had s = 3/2 although this is not exactly so because of their mixed nature. Also for s = 2 there is a special case, the gravitational field itself. We easily see that (3.20) showing the actual role that e plays as the potential for the gravitational field. Of course, the heavenly equation is simply a regauged and thrice integrated form of Eq. (3.9) for this special case. Note, however, that the standard spinorial form for the Bianchi identities, when
which is just Eq. (3.1) for the case s = 2. We may also note that Eq. (3.9) for this special case of a spin 2 field equal to the conformal curvature itself allows con- where h=h(x,y) is determined by the equation
MORE PARTICULAR SOLUTIONS OF THE HEAVENLY EQUATION
To show that aU solutions so generated are algebraically special, we calculate the components of the conformal curvature tensor, which may be written as Having found all solutions independent of p and q, we generalize to all solutions where the metric coefficients are independent of p and q, given by Eq. (2.34). The general solution is generated by the set of equations Again we note that this solution is of algebraically general type, but in the limit as b goes to zero it becomes type IIG x [-], being then a special case of a solution discussed in 1. It is now clear that solutions of all possible algebraic types exist for the heavenly equation. It is also relevant to note that when this metric is inserted into Eq. (2.32), which determines Killing vectors, we find that op and oQ are the only solutions, which, of course, was obvious. However, for b=O, one acquires an extra Killing vector-Eqs. (2.37) for Q' = ~.
As another example of interesting heavenly metrics we construct solutions of Eq. (2. 2a) which have so that we must have a nonvanishing for a nontrivial solution. However, this e must still be constrained to satisfy Eq. (2.2a). Combining Eqs. (4.13) and (2.2a) and comparing coefficients of different powers of x and y, one finds two distinct families of solutions:
where ld ° is a constant and f (p) and g(P) are arbitrary, suffic iently differentiable functions. We notice that 1] does not appear in these equations or in the metric and so can merely be set equal to zero without loss of generality. The metric can then be written as 
OTHER APPROACHES TO THE QUESTION OF SOLUTIONS
If one hopes that the heavenly (hellish) solutions of the complex Einstein equations can be important as-in some sense-basic and elementary "bricks" which, through a procedure of synthesis (at present unknown), would generate physical (real) solutions, it is of some interest to reverse the question and to examine how some known physical solutions generate related complex solutions with only self-dual (or anti-self-dual) conformal curvature. Particularly useful for this purpose are the real solutions of the Einstein-Maxwell equations of type D presented by Plebanski and Demianski. 12 We briefly summarize here the relevant results and then indicate how to determine the heavenly part. Let {p, q, T, a} be real coordinates and m,n,eo,go be real constants [interpreted as mass, NUT parameter (magnetic mass), electric charge, and magnetic charge] and ~ and y two real constants related to the rotation and acceleration parameters, while X is the cosmological constant. having the two polynomials 3) The corresponding electromagnetiC field is given by
The conformal curvature tensor has only
1 -ipq as non-zero components.
In the first st.ep we formally extend this solution onto a complex V 4 maintaining all formulas [Eqs. (5.1)-(5.5)] as they are, but interpreting the coordinates and parameters as complex. The formal Einstein-Maxwell equations over complex V 4 are thus still fulfilled, giving a solution of type DXD. In the second step we now contract the space to a (weak) heavenly space of type -in=O, eo-igo=O, (5.6) which guarantees e(3) = ° and w = 0. Redefining Yo = y + eo 2 , we then have a solution described only by five independent (complex) constants, m, eo, ~, Yo, and X.
Setting a polynomial
(5.7a) we now have (5.7b) where the tetrad is still given by the form of Eqs. (5.2) with, now, P and Q from Eq. (5.7) instead of (5.1).
The corresponding electromagnetic field can be written as tW=d (~1 e. (qdT+iPdfJ») , w=O, which is, of course, purely heavenly and therefore does not couple with the gravitational field (see Sec. 3).
It is clear that this complex solution can be considered as a complex prototype of the important real solutions of the type D which contain in particular the Kerr-Newman and Taub-NUT solutions, possibly generalized by the presence of magnetic charge, acceleration parameter, and cosmological constant. With ,\ = 0 this should be considered as the complex prototype of the Schwarzschild (Reissner-Nordstrom) and Taub-NUT solutions. With r= q' + mo, '\0 = 0, we may rewrite 13
Although, when investigating st;l'ong heavens, it is in general convenient to apply the formalism based on the key function e, in some subcases it is more efficient to approach the problem more directly. An interesting example of this is the following: the problem of determining all strong heavens of type NX [-l.
To begin, we can assume a hellish gauge such that (5.13) Moreover, working with spaces of type NX [-] , we can fix the heavenly gauge so that only C(l) is different from zero. Our choice for the null tetrad is, however, still invariant with respect to two specific heavenly tetrad gauges; these are given by (specialized to the gauge choice we have already made) 
>
We may now start to integrate Cartan's structure equations:
(5.14) 
CONCLUSIONS
We consider this work as one more step toward a better understanding of the structure of self-dual solutions to the complex Einstein equations. It is to be remembered that these self-dual solutions are thought of as an intermediate step toward methods of generating general solutions of Einstein's equations on a real manifold, even though the method by which they may be so used is not clear at this moment. Yet we believe that the full discussion of the permitted symmetries (generated by Killing vectors) of these spaces given here should be of considerable value striving toward this goal. In particular, the Killing algebras for certain type D x [-] metrics, discussed in Secs. 2 and 5, are very helpful in identifying for which real metrics our complex solutions are heavenly prototypes [even though explicit coordinate transformations which, for example, connect the metric determined by the 8 in Eq. (2.40) and the metric given in Eq. (5. 12) have not yet been foundJ. Because of the simplicity of the equation determining these Killing vectors this process should be susceptible to extension to many other relevant useS.
We hope also that further studies can utilize the heavenly spino rial (massless) fields of Sec. 3 to similar gOod purposes. Lastly note that the yet newer approaches to heavenly metrics, given in Sec. Bianchi identities. We therefore see that (ojo¢)4C = 0. However, Eqs. (A9) say then that all fourth derivatives of e with respect to x and y must vanish, and therefore the space is flat (see I also).
The only nontrivial option is to retreat and make both {36 and 'Ys vanish. In this case ¢=6 6 , Po=O, T6=0=iJ.6 = Vs = KG, so that a G just reduces to ¢ and Eq. (AB) remains, in the form (Al2) where P7 is still a second order polynomial in x and y. Therefore, if either ¢p or ¢. is nonzero, we have that (assuming ¢. oF 0) Q 7 being a second order polynomial in x and y.
ferentiating, we find that 
